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SPACESHIP EARTH 

The vehicle used to tell this story has its traditions in 
the Disney ride technique. Guests will journey through Spaceship 
Earth in a vehicle that moves along a tracking system, carrying 
some 15 to 20 people. The vehicle will have the capability of 
turning in any direction as it moves, thus choreographing the 
audience 1 ine-of-site to various sets. 

The show is divided into three major segments. ~ 
1. The descent ... where guests are physically taken back in time. 
2. An exciting journey through history up to the present day. 
3. An arrival to the ve~y edge of space .ol.c: a se:110 il&!!!.)4. uatlbll!,

a:e :11mL about .:l:c:e 111011 11:igi:t go i:: l!l:c fsh:ae. 

As guests load in the first theatre, they'll see the projected 
images of famous and infamous people from out of the past - people 
whose decisions have impacted the course of history. The faces, 
images and accompanying voices begin to swirl and spin and collide 
into an explosion of light and color from which a single voice 
emerges, which really is all of us ... all of our thoughts and ideas 
out of the past ... compiled into a universal man. This voice will 
be the narrator, which accompanys guests on their journey. 

As he speaks, the floor of the theatre begins to open and the 
vehicles begin a slow, spiral descent downward through a 11graveyard 
of historical fragments11 from out of the past, sculptural and 
architectural pieces. As guests glide and descend down through 
this well of time, each moment becomes chronologically more and 
more primitive, and the narrator asks a question ... why we, as a L 
people, have spent so much time, so much v.f.fort and so much ~nergv ~N't:/l, 
in recordJng and documegtjgg our ideas and our thoughts? The 
question f as the guests continue 

e escent down through time, past g eat periods in history ... the 
Roman Epic Period, the Egyptians. 
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Finally, the descent comes to an end--in total darkness-- / 

and the vehicles move into a projection theatre where some of 
the ver early, primitive moments on lanet earth are r reated. 
The first ... a ga actic explosion forming our galaxy and world J 
as we know it today. Then follows a quick summary of some of 
the early life forms ... from tiny creatures in the prehistoric seas • 
to the advent of the ponderous dinosaurs. 

The vehicles then carry the guests into a large, diorama I 
area, utilizing the finest Disney techniques in scenic work and 
full-scale Audio-Animatronics figures to create a moment in 
history where man emerges on the scene. • 

I ti • --- . ~:1,~. 
~- 
,__.,.,., ' 
fT ),c,··.

One of man's earliest surviva· -~hH1~nges is portraye~- 
full size--as early cavemen band ~-ger !r to bring down a y. it 
wooly mammoth. The narrator will :,_·;:!this hostile env i r-onm.sn t , 
suggesting that, given early man's iimited resources and his 
limited technology and his need to feed and clothe himself, his 
challenges were, in all reality, as formidable as today's .. tas 
serious as our own enSMY problem. And yet, the clue to solving ._ 
the prob 1 em was h ~ s a r i ty tg co~mug j cate effective 1 y, to put ·\j,,':;:;:~::
together a community of ~eople whrch could solv"e-a-i,>-~ that Ji~\.,'\"' 

'

no single individual could solve. - _. ·, l 
\, .\ .:.. 

This is the theme that is established for the rest of the show.A· 
that before we're prepared to look into the future and some of the \l_~tJ,,'~ 
challenges that must be solved tomorrow, perhaps we can learn some- t• ,v\ 
thing from how our ancestors solved their challenges, their ability • 
to analyze the information that was available to them, put forth I • 
alternatives, and then be able to choose. So the underlying theme ~ 

I 1 is, if we're able to get accurate and relevant information, perhaps 
• we're better prepared to make the decisions that confront us. 

Moving from the challenge of the mammoth into the cave itself, 
guests will see something very exciting happen. Man is recording 
information of his successful adventures in order to pass those 
accom l is ments on to future generations. Although man1s early 
attempts are wrappe up r magic, nonetheless, guests 
begin to see the early beginnings of ._c.o,.m_,m.u_n_i_c;.;;a.t.i,_o .. n.,..s., _ _,history - .... 

The vehicles begin a journey from man's first impressions o 
the cave wall and proceed up through time ... surro e y 
communications images--that really grew out oft at first cave 

wah dr;;:: ,:',_.;.. -" .e,y e-j' J
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The guests travel through the early classical period 
where the Egyptians attempt to develop a cryptographic system, 

ages and words ... the early Greeks and Romans attempt to move 
at system further. In a middle segment, the challenge is disseminat- 

1,ng data. The information that was previous 1 y recorded on 
temple walls is brought down and transcribed into clay tablets, 
papyrus, and a variety of other forms to be shipped and traded 

~ ~ _,,.J"" around the known world. 

~ Spiraling up and through the medieval period, the vehicles 
provide a close look at Guttenberg and !)..i.,r B~t!Wotfi)ts to, again, 
further the knowledge that man had achieved through his pr,ii~g 
press, another piece of technology that assists man in dissemi 
nating ideas and information. 

The Victorian era fol lows, where the early printing press --.......,Jr/A,.__ 
evolves into an exciting piece of technology. Guests arrive on .,.,....._. 
the threshhold of the industrial revolution, moving into the 
modern world, seeing for the first time early forms of teleg,aph, 
telephone, radio and, finally, television. e,~• 
/ In the new era ahead, the problem is not dissemination, but 

~ \. . h . f . ._ . .,,,~ processing t e rn ormatron. 

L (,M The guests are "miniaturized" to emerge inside a compu er 
~~, • through a series of optical, special mechanical effects, 

:\ recreate the excitement of a miniaturized world, organ· ing and 

~ 
The vehicles are bombarded 

(I~\ all sides. Ultimately, one particular piece information is 
\ • picked up on--a dialogue between NASA Cont 1 Center and its 

• communication satellite that is orbiting round the earth. 
al 

1 
Physically, at that point, the vehicl will move into a large 

f'' IF' space dome, leaving the ''inner spac of the computer and 
entering the outer space of the 

1 Through optical techniques, the vehicles simulate 
~. • acan orbit around th ,-......,_,.- Traveling in tandem with the communi- r• oak back at Spaceship Earth in its 

entirety. The narrate will ask the guests, in fact, to step 
back for a be ore they move out into the future, to look 

Ives if, in fact, man hasn't inherited a tre 
opportuni•ty and skill? Is the vehicle they are 

rough space, well managed? Are its resources as 
they might be? The narrator continues, pointing out 

inform the public about their role in choosing 

~ \ ' ... JI .. ~.I \ •' 
~·yt vlt . ""'~ .n ->. 
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processing information. 
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directions for Spaceship Earth, and being intelligent 
about how man uses its resources. ;J:--

A key point that will be brought out is that what's beenf.1~ 
going on in the t housand ears is, in reality, the ~ 
production of an "instruction manua at1on o 
Spaceship Earth. That experience has been documented, put ,J~ 
down for man's benefit, and really now it's our turn to write r I ,,, 

that next chapter. The tool that will be extremely valuable I''-'-" 
in helping to write that next chapter will be EPCOT, an I ;A 
Experimental Prototype Community of Tomorrow. ,.,,-- -,. 

~'-11
qJ,'' ~- 

From this point, the audience is invited to go forth into 
EPCOT's future world, to learn more about the alternatives and 
choices we must make in energy, space, transp tation, health, 
the seas, the land, and other areas critical o the future of 
mankind ... to do as their ancestors have don for 10,000 years ... 
to continue that process to write the next chapter in the 
instruction manual for Spaceship Earth. 7
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